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Lightweight, Long Range, Max Power
Alpenchallenge AMP Road delivering all the power and the range 
of a Shimano STEPS drive unit with a 504 Wh battery yet keeping 
the weight below the 15 kg mark. Ride further and faster with a 
machine that will empower you to exceed your limits.

Full-Carbon Performance
We used our premium carbon to engineer a featherweight chassis 
able to deliver the first-rate ride experience that is befitting of the 
BMC performance bike stamp.

Road Bike Handling
The central battery location creates a low center of gravity for 
agile and intuitive handling. A proven geometry rounds out the 
ride feel of Alpenchallenge AMP Road for stability at high speed 
and precise cornering.

Long-distance Comfort and Control
Micro Travel Technology features 10mm of tuned travel to provide 
long distance comfort and control on rougher road surfaces.

The Perfect Fit For Every Rider
A broad collection of Integrated Cockpit System stem dimensions 
enable the perfect fit for every rider. The fine-tuned setup delivers 
a super-clean look and optimum performance.

Micro Travel Technology
MTT technology provides 10mm of travel 
for improved comfort and traction.

Internal Cable Routing
A sleek look with reduced maintenance.

Center-mount 504 Wh Battery
Optimizes the center of gravity for a  
natural ride feel.

40c Tire Clearance
Ample tire clearance increases 
versatility and lets you adapt to 
any road.

Integrated Cockpit System
ICS Technology optimizes cable routing 
for a minimal, integrated look and allows 
for ample fit adjustments.

Full Carbon Frame And Fork
A featherweight chassis with superior 
handling and ride quality.

Powerful Engine, nicely integrated
Shimano STEPS engine provides spectacular power 
and a minimalist aesthetic.

D-Shape Seatpost
Superior compliance through an incredibly 
lightweight design.

Lightweight Comfort and Control Natural Ride Feel

Full Carbon Frame And Fork
Alpenchalenge AMP Road’s ride quality is 
defined by its featherweight, premium 
carbon chassis that stops the scale at merely 
1415g: a true benchmark in the e-road bike 
world! Our expertise in advanced carbon 
layups allowed us to optimize the frame to 
meet the higher structural requirements of 
an e-bike without forsaking liveliness or 
responsiveness.

MTT micro-suspension
Micro Travel Technology provides great 
comfort during seated pedaling and 
improves traction to match the added 
power of the Shimano drive unit. MTT 
requires extremely low maintenance, 
making it a sorted solution for daily use on 
every road and weather condition.

Center-mount Battery
The central battery position creates a low 
center of gravity that neutralizes the 
dynamic influence of the additional battery 
weight.  
The result is a natural ride feel and a sharp, 
responsive handling for which our bikes 
are known.

Sleek Cable Routing Unique Design Comfort, engineered

ICS technology routes cables through the 
stem to provide a sophisticated look and 
improved durability – without any 
compromise on fit options.

Striving for perfection: the Shimano drive 
unit is integrated into the frame design for 
a refined silhouette.

Borrowed from our top-tier race machines, 
the D-Shape seatpost provides superb 
comfort with a svelte look and keeps 
weight down to a minimum.

√ Integrated look 
√ Functionality 
√ Adjustability 

Create the perfect fit 

ICS is available in a wide range of stem dimen-
sions to enable riders to create their ideal riding 
position.

Easy Maintenance
Easy installation, adjustment 
and service as well as a 
weatherproof location for 
electronic cables and hydraulic 
housing.

Integrated Cockpit System Technology

Integrated Cockpit System 
(ICS) technology provides 
an incredibly clean look 
with no compromise on 
functionality and 
adjustability.

Complete Adjustability
Complete stack and reach 
adjustability with a wide range 
of stem dimensions; a 
dedicated spacer system for 
easy fit adjustment without 
stem removal and hydraulic 
hose disconnection.

Feature adaptable
ICS stems are compatible with all computer mounts using the 
GoPro interface, providing clean mounting solutions for most 
devices.

Garmin and GoPro mounts included

The lightweight powerhouse
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